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	Managing Dynamic Technology-Oriented Businesses: High-Tech Organizations and Workplaces explores the culture of modern high-tech workplaces and the different challenges and opportunities that new technologies present for modern workers and employers. This pivotal reference will delve deep into management practices throughout the world, including American, European, Asian, and Middle-Eastern high-tech companies.
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Professional Android Programming with Mono for Android and .NET/C#Wrox Press, 2012


	SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION IN THE FALL of 2008, Android has grown and matured to the point

	where it is currently the number one smartphone platform in terms of shipments worldwide. Along

	with that growth is an interest in writing applications that run natively on the device and that take

	advantage of the device’s features, such...
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Modern Physical Metallurgy, Eighth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Modern Physical Metallurgy describes, in a very readable form, the fundamental principles of physical metallurgy and the basic techniques for assessing microstructure. This book enables you to understand the properties and applications of metals and alloys at a deeper level than that provided in an introductory materials course.
...
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Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2010 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	The leading author of programming tutorials for beginners introduces you to Visual C++ 2010


	Ivor Horton is the preeminent author of introductory programming language tutorials; previous editions of his Beginning Visual C++ have sold nearly 100,000 copies. This book is a comprehensive introduction to both the Standard...
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Pro Hibernate and MongoDB (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Hibernate and MongoDB are a powerful combination of open source persistence and NoSQL technologies for today's Java-based enterprise and cloud application developers. Hibernate is the leading open source Java-based persistence, object relational management engine, recently repositioned as an object grid management engine. ...
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Beta Testing for Better SoftwareJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Implement, operate, and use beta testing immediately with this hands-on guide to the best practices
Beta testing is a complex process that, when properly run, provides a wealth of diverse information. But when poorly executed, it delivers little or no data while wasting time and money. Written by a leading expert in the field, this book will...
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Mathematics for Economics and Business (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	Mathematics for Economics and Business provides a thorough foundation in mathematical methods for economics, business studies and accountancy students. Assuming little prior knowledge, this informal text is a great companion for those who have not studied maths in depth before. This book truly promotes self-study as students are encouraged to...
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